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OVERVIEW
On June 10, 2016, the IRS posted a Proposed Rule (ID: IRS-2016-0021-0001) that, for the
portion addressing short-term health insurance, would rewrite state and federal regulation on an
insurance product that has served consumers for over 30 years. This HealthPocket White Paper
documents the unintended yet substantial consumer harm that will result if the new regulations
on short-term health insurance contained in the Proposed Rule are implemented unmodified. In
order to prevent this harm, at the conclusion of this White Paper, HealthPocket recommends an
essential change to the Proposed Rule.
This White Paper gives a needed voice to the consumers who will be affected by the Proposed
Rule since the Rule was released without prior industry analysis or discussion. As a leading health
insurance research firm and consumer advocate, HealthPocket’s health insurance research has
been widely cited by top news organizations and government policymakers such as the Senate’s
Committee on Finance, the Congressional Budget Office, and the House Committee on Energy
and Finance.

PART 1

Part 1 defines short-term health insurance and identifies the problem
within the Proposed Rule

PART 2

Part 2 details the five major consumer groups that will be harmed if
the Proposed Rule is implemented without modification

PART 3

Part 3 discusses how the Proposed Rule is contrary to the
Affordable Care Act’s goal of insurance expansion

PART 4

Part 4 proposes an essential change to the Proposed Rule that will
prevent the consumer harm identified in this White Paper
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PART 1

Short-Term Health Insurance and the Problem
with the Proposed Rule
Short-Term Health Insurance

permitted outside Affordable Care Act (“ACA”)
health plan requirements), STH plans apply
Short-term health insurance (STH) is limited medical underwriting to applicants and reject
duration “major medical insurance” for people a small portion based on pre-existing health
under age 65 and provides benefits that consideration. Nearly nine-out-of-ten STH
address core medical needs such as doctor and applicants are approved for coverage.
specialist visits, lab tests, x-rays, emergency
care, and hospitalization. STH coverage There are no fixed open enrollment periods for
typically has no provider network restrictions, STH so a consumer can apply at any time. Due
so consumers can select any doctor or to most buyers’ need for immediate coverage,
hospital. This category of health insurance has STH insurance typically becomes effective
existed for over three decades, is regulated by within 24 hours of application submittal as
each state’s Department of Insurance, and is opposed to significantly longer time for other
offered by large U.S. health insurers such as forms of health insurance.
United Healthcare and Blue Cross Blue Shield
member health plans.
The Proposed Rule
STH is designed for consumers who lack
permanent medical coverage or are about to
lose their permanent coverage. In most states,
consumers can purchase STH coverage
for any duration of their choosing up to a
maximum of 360 days. Most STH plans offer a
lifetime maximum benefit of at least $1 million.
In comparison, several healthcare sharing
ministries offer plans with per incident benefit
limits of $125,000 or less. For appreciation of
the true scale of the STH lifetime maximum,
the projected cost of healthcare for a twentyyear period among the more costly Medicare
population (ages 65 to 85) is estimated to be
$433,900.

While the Proposed Rule makes several
changes to existing short-term health
insurance regulations, one change carries with
it substantial and quantifiable consumer harm:
The reduction of the maximum coverage
period for short-term health insurance
to less than three months. This proposal
dramatically changes the current maximum
term of less than 12 months as well as existing
state-by-state regulations on re-application.
More importantly, this reduction of term and
rigid reapply restriction puts at risk the health
and financial well-being of large consumer
populations, including some that are especially
vulnerable.

Like healthcare sharing ministries and
grandfathered health plans (both legally

The state of Nebraska has made the same
objection to the Proposed Rule:
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Short-Term Health Insurance and the Problem with the Proposed Rule
“The proposed regulation would revise the
definition of short-term, limited-duration
insurance so that coverage must be less
than 3 months in duration, including any
renewal or option to renew. Nebraska
opposes this restriction on the duration of
short-term medical plans. It is our belief
that such a restriction disallows yet another
choice by consumers regarding their health
care needs.”
Bruce R. Ramge
Director, Nebraska Dept. of Insurance
July 22, 2016

The proposed restriction of short-term coverage
to less than three months severely undermines
consumers’ ability to benefit from the insurance
and exposes them to catastrophic financial
risk with respect to major medical events. For
example, a study performed on the average per
patient costs for treating breast cancer in the
first year after diagnosis ranged from $60,637
for patients in stage 0 of the disease to $134,682
for patients in stage IV. Just as important as
cost is the time associated with treatment.
The American Cancer Society instructs that
chemotherapy typically lasts from three to six
months for patients in stages 0 through 3 of
breast cancer. The restriction of STH to less
than three months positions STH enrollees to
lose coverage mid-treatment resulting in their
paying out of pocket or stopping treatment
altogether. Expenses during the uninsured
period would likely be higher for people losing
coverage than the earlier averages cited
because the breast cancer cost analysis was
performed on insured women who benefit
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from an insurer’s negotiated rates on medical
services.
Additionally, multiple insurers offering shortterm health insurance have disclosed to
HealthPocket that the significant majority of
medical claims happen in the latter months of
a coverage period. Consequently, restricting
short-term coverage to less than three months
would profit insurers at the expense of insured
consumers. Since the deductible period begins
when the insurance policy begins, the Proposed
Rule’s coverage restriction increases the
likelihood of scenarios where an enrollee will
pay for healthcare out-of-pocket and then lose
coverage shortly after the deductible is satisfied.
Effectively insurers get the financial benefit of
the insured’s premiums but consumers will
realize fewer paid medical claims through the
combination of the deductible and the truncated
coverage period.
As will be discussed in more detail, the five
groups facing greatest injury include:
1. Uninsured consumers who cannot
purchase ACA insurance outside of the
Annual Enrollment Period
2. Low-income consumers in the “Medicaid
Gap”
3. Consumers without legal residence in the
United States
4. Rural Americans and other consumers
who have deficient doctor/hospital
access
5. Students and other consumers who can’t
afford exchange plans
4

PART 2

5 Major Consumer Groups Harmed by the
Proposed Rule
Among the five populations facing the greatest
harm from the Proposed Rule are:
1st Consumer Population Harmed:
Uninsured Consumers Who Cannot
Purchase ACA Insurance Outside of the
Annual Enrollment Period
The ACA currently provides an Annual
Enrollment Period from November 1st through
January 31st. Should a consumer not buy ACA
coverage during this period, ACA coverage
may not be purchased on or off exchange
until the following Annual Enrollment Period.
Moreover, January 1st of the following year is
the earliest effective date. Unless an individual
has a special life event such as a birth of a
child or getting married, individuals who do
not sign up for coverage during the Annual
Enrollment Period are locked out of the ACA
insurance market. In 2016, the ability to enroll
in ACA coverage outside of Annual Enrollment
became more restricted when the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services further limited
eligibility rules for Special Enrollment Periods.
Exchange customers who let their coverage
lapse face a similar plight as those people
who fail to obtain insurance during the Annual
Enrollment Period. By the end of March
2016, there were approximately 1.6 million
fewer exchange plan enrollees, largely
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due to nonpayment of premiums. For those
consumers whose coverage is terminated due
to nonpayment of premium, they will have to
wait until the next Annual Enrollment Period to
regain ACA coverage.
Reducing STH coverage to less than three
months legally mandates a period where
millions of consumers can neither obtain
ACA coverage nor obtain alternative private
health insurance coverage. For example, a
consumer in early February who misses the
ACA enrollment deadline and enrolls in shortterm coverage can only keep that coverage
until May. Consequently, this consumer faces
considerable financial risks from medical bills
for the remaining seven months until new ACA
coverage can become effective on January
1st. The multiple ways by which a consumer
can be excluded from ACA coverage for most
of the year clearly refutes the Proposed Rule’s
assertion that “with the guaranteed availability
of coverage and special enrollment period
requirements in the individual health insurance
market under the ACA, short-term, limitedduration insurance is no longer the only means
to obtain transitional coverage.”
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5 Major Consumer Groups Harmed by the Proposed Rule
The severe STH term reduction proposed
during the enrollment lock-out period for
exchange health plans has attracted a host of
criticism:
“…I am aware of multiple instances where
such an insurer has offered a member
little to no warning of a due payment and
then cancelled the member’s plan with
equally little notice or warning of the late
payment or impending cancellation. This
lack of transparency and notice would be
even more troubling if these members
were subsequently prevented or severely
inhibited from pursuing alternative insurance
options. I write this comment having no
affiliation with any health insurer, shortterm or otherwise. Rather, my concern is for
middle- and lower-class citizens who do not
qualify for a hardship exemption but may
nonetheless commit the excusable error
of missing a single premium payment on
their marketplace plans. There must be a
reasonable alternative to waiting....”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
June 21, 2016

“As an insurance agent that is certified with
the Marketplace…I see situations where
people have already missed their 60-day
window of a Special Election Period and
have no other option available to them until
Annual Enrollment. I always encourage
people to get permanent health insurance as
soon as they can, helping them to understand
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that Short-Term coverage doesn’t fulfill the
requirements of ACA, but if they have no
other options available to them, they need
to have this option available to them for
sometimes longer than 3 months. Please,
do not limit the ability of people to get
some coverage instead of nothing when
they have no Special Election Period
available until Annual Election.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
June 21, 2016

“Since there is only one time per year the
average person can enrollment in medical,
the short-term option, is all a person has
if they do not get enrolled at the open
enrollment period.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
June 20, 2016

“The open enrollment limits individuals from
having a health plan. The short term health
is their only alternative verse no coverage at
all. I enroll more individuals into a short term
plan than ACA because they fall just outside
the subsidized limit and they cannot afford
the premium. Either they pay rent and buy
food or pay a premium.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
July 21, 2016
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2nd Consumer Population Harmed:
3 Million Low-Income Americans in the
“Medicaid Gap”
A significant category of enrollees in STH are
low-income individuals living in states that
did not expand Medicaid eligibility (which
includes four of the ten most populous states).
These states have a “gap” where low-income
residents can have incomes that are too high
for state-sponsored health coverage but are
still less than the minimum income required for
Affordable Care Act subsidies. According to the
Kaiser Family Foundation, nearly three million
Americans are in this Medicaid Gap. Given
the financial obstacles to health insurance for
those in the Medicaid Gap, the issue has been
widely reported in the media since the launch
of ACA coverage in 2014.

“…19-year-old college student Kelly
Thomas-Cutshaw, who had no insurance
through family and her school did not
offer group coverage. Thomas-Cutshaw
did not qualify for a subsidy under the
ACA because she did not have enough
income, yet she could not get Medicaid
in Oklahoma, where she goes to school,
because she made too much and was not
a permanent resident there.”
Beth Pinsker, Reuters

STH is particularly attractive to people in
the Medicaid Gap because of the very low
premiums associated with this category of
health insurance. Separate and independent
studies by eHealth and AgileHealthInsurance
found that the average premium for STH
“Fifty-four percent of people in the coverage applicants is approximately $100 per month. As
gap already work full or part time, according documented in a 2015 AgileHealthInsurance
to the Kaiser Family Foundation, often in report, the low premiums for STH makes
low-wage retail or restaurant jobs. Half are health coverage accessible for people in the
Hispanic or black, and 86 percent live in the Medicaid Gap. Importantly, these Medicaid
Gap consumers are also exempt from the tax
South.”
penalty on coverage that is not ACA-compliant.
Additionally, Americans in the Medicaid Gap
Abby Goodnough, New York Times
who purchase STH also benefit from the
savings that come though insurers’ negotiated
As a 2015 Reuters article observed, students rates on medical services, a cost reduction that
traveling out-of-state for college can also fall is unavailable for the uninsured.
into the Medicaid Gap through a combination of
The unnecessarily short restriction on the
their income and temporary residency status.
duration of STH will add increased hardship to
a population already baffled by the mechanics
of the Medicaid Gap:

®
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5 Major Consumer Groups Harmed by the Proposed Rule
“ ‘Obamacare. You can get Obamacare. You
ain’t gotta be working.’ That’s what it was all
at first. Then you get there, and people say,
‘You’ve got to have some kind of income.’
That’s not what you all said in the beginning.”
57 year-old in Medicaid Gap, Miami Herald

3rd Consumer Population Harmed:
Consumers without Legal Residence in the
United States
The Affordable Care Act prohibits immigrants
without lawful residence from using a
government-run exchange to obtain health
coverage.
“Undocumented immigrants continue to be
outside the coverage expansions under the
Affordable Care Act.”
Steve Zuckerman - Urban Institute

Specifically, adults and children without legal
residence in the United States are prohibited
from:
• Buying health insurance on a government
exchange
• Receiving health insurance premiums
subsidies or out-of-pocket cost subsidies
• Enrolling in state Medicaid programs
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In contrast to Affordable Care Act coverage and
Medicaid, STH coverage is available to both
adults and children without legal residence.
Consumers without legal U.S. residence in the
U.S. have been an important enrollee segment
in STH plans for decades. By restricting STH
coverage to less than three months, more
of this population will instead be driven to
Emergency Rooms or already overburdened
Community Health Centers.
Community leaders and advocates for
immigrants without legal residence have voiced
concerns over the implications of the Proposed
Rule:
“As the former board chair of the local
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, and
having worked with our Hispanic community
for over 12 years, health insurance options
for the over 11 million undocumented
residents in the U.S. was a constant issue.
Statistics show that when this community
gets sick, they usually weather it out with
home remedies. However if it gets serious,
they go straight to the emergency room.
Having short-term policies as a temporary
option is of high interest to undocumented
immigrants living in the country. This helps
to have an affordable health care protection
and ultimately helps our overall health care
system in keeping health care costs down.
The ACA is not a solution that helps this
community since they cannot access the
advance premium tax credits. For many
undocumented residents, short-term health
insurance is their only available option for
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coverage. Please remove the proposed
3-month limitation as such a regulation will
impede this community’s ability to maintain
health insurance coverage.”

grant them access to affordable health plan
alternatives. If we take away their already
limited options, we are only shooting
ourselves on the foot!

Juancarlos Judd

The reality is that we have a broken
immigration system and whether we like
it or not undocumented Latinos/Hispanics
are part of our community and have a
high impact in our economy. So instead of
simply focusing on persuading enrollment
on subsidized health care plans, we need
to fix the gap and bridge to this community
instead of creating more obstacles. We won’t
have a truly healthy nation until everyone
has access to quality, affordable health care
coverage.”

Former Board Chair of the Utah
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

“The health care system has failed to
provide an affordable solution to immigrants
living in the country illegally. Short-term
plans provide an alternative to decent
coverage at an affordable price. Keep in
mind that undocumented Latino/Hispanics
are excluded from the insurance-expanding
provisions of the Affordable Care Act.
In many situations their only affordable
option to feel protected against unexpected
medical claims is having access to shortterm medical policies. There are over 11
million undocumented Latinos/Hispanics in
the United States that are not being served
under the Affordable Care Act.
It is estimated that more than half of all
undocumented immigrants currently living
in the United States don’t have health
insurance. And only a few have insurance
through employer-sponsored programs,
making up the nation’s second-largest
population of uninsured.
Latinos/Hispanics are known to be a “lowhealth risk demographic” a great strategy
to lower health care premiums is to allow
them to be part of the health risk pool and

®

Gabriela Benitez

Managing Director at HealthBridge Utah

4th Consumer Population Harmed:
Rural Residents & Other Consumers Who
Have Deficient Doctor/Hospital Access
Nearly 70% of all ACA plan networks are
narrow, meaning they include 25% or less of
the physicians in the area. In regions where
narrow networks combine with extremely
limited exchange plan choice, the result is
a lack of access to preferred doctors and
hospitals and the consumer frustration that
attends this situation. The New York Times
captures the plight of consumers insightfully in
the following quote.
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“Anytime one of us needs a doctor,” she
continued, “we send out an alert: ‘Does
anyone have anyone on an exchange plan
that does mammography or colonoscopy?
Who takes our insurance?’ It’s really a
problem.”
Elisabeth Rosenthal, New York Times

Rural populations are particularly at risk
for ACA network exclusions to preferred
doctors and hospitals. Across the nation,
approximately 50 million Americans live in rural
areas. Recent research by the Kaiser Family
Foundation found that in 462 mostly rural
counties across the U.S., residents will
have access to only one carrier in 2017.
This situation among rural ACA plans
exacerbates current healthcare provider
problems in those regions. As of August 2014,
60% of Primary Medical Health Professional
Shortage Areas were located in nonmetropolitan areas. Network breadth is a very
important issue among rural populations since
rural healthcare providers like hospitals “serve
patients who tend to be sicker, poorer and older
than those in urban areas.”
Rural Americans find themselves caught
between limited local resources and ACA
narrow networks. In some cases, the ACA
plan will force them to receive services from
a provider at an unacceptable distance. In
other cases, it will prevent them from being
able to see a specialist. A 2015 Harvard study
found that about 15% of health plans on
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Healthcare.gov lack in-network coverage
for at least one specialty (e.g. rheumatology,
psychiatry, etc.). Consumers caught in narrow
networks can find themselves struggling to find
appropriate in-network care.
For rural Americans, short-term health
insurance expands healthcare provider options
given the broad networks that are characteristic
of STH coverage. STH plans typically provide
unrestricted access doctors, which is not
characteristic of current ACA narrow networks.
The restriction on STH to less than three
months coverage would have the unintended
effect of decreasing access to healthcare
providers among rural populations. Moreover,
it would further exacerbate a chief complaint
directed at contemporary health reform: an
inability to retain a preferred doctor or hospital.
The Proposed Rule’s impediment to doctor
access already elicits a strong reaction on the
part of consumers and their advocates:
“You should not be sabotaging people’s
health insurance choices nor should you be
forcing them to be in networks that often do
not include their doctors.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
June 20, 2016
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5th Consumer Population Harmed:
Students & Other Consumers Who Can’t
Afford Exchange Plans
Alongside those in the “Medicaid Gap” are
many other consumers who cannot afford
unsubsidized Affordable Care Act coverage.
These consumers encompass a variety of
circumstances, from those who do not have the
disposable income to afford unsubsidized ACA
insurance to younger people such as students
who cannot receive subsidies because the
benchmark premium does not meet a qualifying
percentage of income. For many STH enrollees
ineligible for premium subsidies, the choice
is not between STH and Affordable Care
Act insurance but between STH and going
uninsured.
The cost difference between unsubsidized and
subsidized ACA insurance is considerable.
A recent nationwide survey found that the
majority of adults can only afford to spend
$100 or less on health insurance premiums.
In contrast, the average cost of ACA insurance
sold on HealthCare.gov was $374 without
subsidies. Moreover, the recently publicized
double digit rate increases for the upcoming
open enrollment period will make the ACA
market even less accessible for unsubsidized
consumers in 2017.
In underscoring the importance of short-term
health insurance to consumers, the State of
Nebraska observes:
“While a short-term medical plan may not
be an all-encompassing health insurance
policy, it provides some protection for
®

individuals who cannot afford increasingly
expensive ACA-compliant coverage.”
Bruce R. Ramge
Director, Nebraska Dept. of Insurance

Students are among the various populations
that can find themselves ineligible for health
insurance subsidies. Subsidy ineligibility can
be due to factors such as the Medicaid Gap (as
discussed earlier) or the “Subsidy Gap” where
a student has an income within the range for
ACA subsidies but the benchmark premium
does not reach the percentage of income
where a subsidy is triggered. A 2014 study by
HealthPocket found that young adults faced
a 41% narrower income bracket to qualify for
subsidies.
Terry Savage, writing in the Chicago Tribune,
complained of the “economic illogic” of the
proposed STH coverage limitation and its
implications for students. Ms. Savage states:
“Recently, I wrote about the benefits of shortterm health insurance policies. I suggested
that recent college grads who were not on
their parents’ policies (they’re allowed to
stay until age 26, but it’s expensive) might
do better purchasing short-term health
insurance policies…It was a good idea —
obviously, too good for government. This
week the government announced it would
move to curb what it calls a “loophole” in
the Obamacare program by limiting shortterm health policies to no more than three
months.”
Terry Savage, Chicago Tribune
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Unsurprisingly, consumers are voicing deep
fear and frustration over the Proposed Rule as
illustrated in the following testimonials:
“Short Term Medical policies have saved
the lives of thousands of Americans both
financially and by health. Buying Health
Insurance thru the marketplace was not
even close to affordable and keeping on my
employer based plan thru COBRA was less
expensive surprisingly. Once I investigated
Short Term policies and the options I was
able to insure my family of 6 affordably and
have had no issues whatsoever. I am certain
that there are thousands of other families in
the same position as myself and have Short
Term policies that are working fine for their
families as well. Why this is even a proposal
baffles me. Please understand limiting my
options and taking away my policy will
leave us uninsured and at risk of medical
bankruptcy if something major happens.
I am a hard working individual and all I ask
is to please leave my options of Health
Insurance to me as I can only afford what I
can afford and nothing more.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
June 16, 2016

“Please let us keep our short term health
care plans. I shopped for an affordable
healthcare plan on the marketplace this year
and it was way too expensive, especially
when you factor in the very high deductible
that would have forced me to pay so much
out of pocket the whole year. I’m a substitute
teacher in Florida and have a family of 4
and my income is right in that spot where
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the marketplace is unaffordable but my
income is too high to qualify for any state
health programs in Florida. If the short
term plans are eliminated I will have to
go without coverage to protect my family
from a medical disaster. I won’t be buying
a marketplace plan I can assure you, and I
know that is your goal to young families like
mine to buy on the marketplace. I feel like
the whole affordable healthcare program is
flawed and that by trying to put a band-aid
on it by eliminating short term plan you will
only hurt more and more people and not
really address the issue of rising premiums
in the plans on the marketplace.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
June 13, 2016

“If it were up to me, I would still be working and
would have insurance through my employer,
but life doesn’t always go according to plan.
I was forced into an early retirement and
until I qualify for Medicare I need my short
term health plan. Please don’t take it away.
I can’t tell you how relieved I was to find it,
and how upset I would be to lose it. Without
these plans, there would no affordable health
care plans left. I don’t want to go without
insurance in case something happens
and I need it, but that’s exactly what this
rule would force me to do. As consumers,
we’ve already lost so much of our voice
on the issue of our health insurance and
this chips away at yet another piece of our
freedom.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
June 28, 2016
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“I enroll more individuals into a short term
plan than ACA because they fall just outside
the subsidized limit and they cannot afford
the premium. Either they pay rent and buy
food or pay a premium.”

why the government keeps taking things
away from the people. Full term plans cost
too much with high deductibles.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
July 21, 2016

Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
June 21, 2016

“This rule really rubs me the wrong way. I
am self-employed and I have a short term
plan that is no more or less than I want. It’s
my insurance, I’m the one who has to pay
for it, and I can’t tell you how aggravating
it is that the federal government keeps
coming in and taking those decisions away.
I lost my insurance plan when Obamacare
went into effect. The plan I had disappeared,
overnight. I would lose my health insurance
again with this rule. Insurance shouldn’t cost
twice as much as your mortgage payment,
yet when I looked at Obamacare coverage
I found out that’s exactly how much it costs.
If this rule stays, I’m going uninsured and I’ll
just go outside the U.S. for treatment if I get
sick. The whole system here is broken, and
this only makes it worse.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
July 12, 2016

“I cannot tell you enough how I NEED my
short term insurance plan. I have insurance
at an affordable price and never had any
problems with my plan. I don’t understand
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“I am a new college graduate and recently
went through the process of shopping for
health insurance. A short term plan that I
found online was the best option for me
because it was actually within my budget.
I’m looking forward to starting my career this
fall, where I will be getting coverage through
my employer, but my benefits don’t start
until a month after I start my job. That leaves
several months where I am responsible
for finding my own coverage. In looking
at plans at HealthCare.gov, even with the
small subsidy I qualified for (due to a paid
engineering internship I completed earlier
this year), the options I found were simply
too expensive for me right now. A short term
plan gives me the health insurance I need
at a time when I don’t have any income. I
really don’t see how eliminating this option
for people like me would do any good for
anyone. Please keep these plans available
for people in my situation - recent college
graduates who might otherwise fall through
the cracks.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
June 24, 2016
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The Proposed Rule is Contrary to the ACA’s
Goal of Expanding Insurance Coverage

“Everybody should have some basic
security when it comes to their healthcare.”
President Barack Obama

Among the goals of the Affordable Care Act are
the expansion of health insurance availability
and the reduction of the uninsured population.
As this White Paper has documented, progress
toward both of these goals will be impaired if
the Proposed Rule is implemented unmodified.
The Proposed Rule’s inherent contradiction
with the fundamental goals of the Affordable
Care Act also has not escaped notice from
consumers:
“I was reduced to part time status after the
loss of a large government contract. It has
been 10 months and I have yet to find a full
time position that pays even as much as I am
making part time. If I did not have access
to this Health coverage I would have no
coverage at all.”

“I never expected to have my short-term
policy for more than a few months, but I
needed something when I was between
jobs and I would have had to dip heavily
into our savings and our children’s college
funds to afford an ACA plan…The bottom
line is that sometimes a job search takes
longer than expected, especially in today’s
economy. Lucky, I was just hired on by a
company who offers insurance, and I no
longer need my short-term policy. I was glad
I had it though when it turned out I needed
to keep it longer than just a few months.
That’s why I’m against limiting these plans,
because it would take that option away for
countless others who find themselves in a
similar situation now or in the future. I really
don’t think this rule would do what you want
it to do because the plans you want people
to buy are too expensive. People are going
to go uninsured, and that’s the exact
opposite goal that we had in mind for our
country with the Affordable Care Act.”
Comment Posted on Regulations.gov
Jul 12, 2016

Comment Posted on Regulatory.gov
July 21, 2016
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An Essential Consumer-Focused Modification
to the Proposed Rule
In order to prevent the harm to consumers
documented in this White Paper, HealthPocket
recommends that the proposed Rule be
revised to make 11 months the maximum
annual coverage period for short-term
health insurance. This 11-month period
coincides with the current maximum term that a
consumer can be locked out of the ACA market.
Additionally, there should be no restrictions
on re-application for individuals who attest
that any of the following 4 situations apply
to them:
• Their income falls within the “Medicaid gap”
• They lack legal residence in the U.S.
• Their doctor or hospital doesn’t accept any
of the exchange plans available in the
region
• They have shopped for and cannot afford
any of the available exchange plans

months legally mandates an uninsured period
for multiple vulnerable populations. Unless
modified as recommended, the Proposed Rule
will increase the uninsured population and
create substantial financial risk for millions of
consumers.
Published by HealthPocket, Inc.
®

Contact information for government or
media inquiries regarding this White Paper:
Bruce Telkamp
CEO & Founder
HealthPocket, Inc.
444 Castro Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
brucetelkamp@healthpocket.com

Kev Coleman
As documented in the White Paper, each of
Head of Research & Data
the four aforementioned conditions prevents
HealthPocket, Inc.
consumers from benefiting from ACA coverage
kevin.coleman@healthpocket.com
and justifies a need for STH on an ongoing
basis.
The public interest is best served by maximizing
the population with health insurance. As
documented in this White Paper, the Proposed
Rule’s restriction of STH to less than three
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